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Basics

• High-level Commission organized stakeholder group that will debate
the main challenges for the automotive industry in the next 15 years
and will make recommendations to reinforce the competitiveness of
the European automotive value chain.

• GEAR 2030 focuses on
¬ the adaptation of the value chain to new global challenges
¬ clean and efficient vehicles uptake
¬ automated and connected vehicles

• 2 year process



Structure



Structure



Global landscape



Electrification/
Advanced  ICE

Financial incentives: purchase incentive is granted for the 
purchase of ZEVs

Non-financial incentives: no access restriction for EVs
Sales increase sufficiently to reach profitable volumes

Private infrastructure: obligation for newly-built multi-family 
residential to build few charging points + incentives

Public accessible infrastructure: Private and public/private 
initiatives

25-30%

More stringent regulation, banned in some urban areas 
based on emissions performance

Autonomy 600 km with infrastructure 150 kw

EU is growing / others keep at the same level OR
The other regions are growing faster than the EU

Leaders are not European but part of the production is 
located in Europe 

ZEVs & PHEV

EV 
infrastructure 
deployment/

batterie range

Penetration
ZEVs & PHEV

Conventional 
advanced 
vehicles

EV / ICE  TCO 
equal

ZEV market 
shares in the EU 

vs the rest of 
the world

Batteries 
production for 

European demand

Traction battery 
other businesses

Sales from recycled components compensate the cost of recycling 
operations and business of battery reuse – second life begins

Public fleets 
exemplariness

ZEVs in public fleets: low binding targets

Most likely scenario Most preferable orientations

 An adequate regulatory framework should be set up 
to allow every households to benefit from a charging 
point in its residential area.

 Adequate conditions should be set up to boost ZEV market 
share growth in the EU at faster pace compared to other 
regions.

 Europe battery production in Europe should be developed and 
supported so that most of the production is located on the EU 
territory

 Public authorities should take the opportunity to lead by example by 
setting up high binding targets for ZEVs in public fleets

 All types of batteries should be taken into account when 
developing new businesses related to batteries



Digitalization and 

new business 

environment

Integration of all modes of transport + on-demand ridesourcing into 
« MaaS » products in 15% of EU population

60% of all cars (new registrations) are fully connected (consumer convenience, 
after sales, mobility as a service, home, health)

Mobility as a 
service

Connectivity
and 

digitalisation

Consumers can choose between various combinations of mechanical 

and electronical components of the vehicle

Possibility to 
personalize a 

vehicle

New vehicles purchases : 20%
Second-hand vehicles purchases: 50%

Car online 
sale

Regulated direct access to a wider set of data
Alternative digital services possible

Access to data 
& new business 

environment

Deployment of road-side-units on most parts of the road networksInfrastructure

30% shared vehicles in urban areas / 5% in non-urban areas 
car ownership = 60% 

Passengers
car-sharing / 

car ownership

Most likely scenario Most preferable orientations

 The continuous transformation of cars into a smart connected 
living space, providing a wide range of digital services should 
be supported

 With time, 50% of the EU population should benefi
from « Mobility as a service » products where all modes 
of transport are integrated

 In the future, 60% of vehicles used in urban areas and 
10% used in non urban areas should be shared
vehicles. 



Connected & 

Automated

driving

10-20% of new vehicles

EU research incentives are used for the development of AV 
technologies

Exemption from registration tax and VAT

Infrastructures development in motorways’ infrastructure.

Agreement between various car manufacturers on interoperability

Legal framework at European level for liability with cross-border 
solutions

< 40% of drivers can imagine letting an autopilot steer their car

AD (L4) 
deployment

Public 
incentives

Infrastructure

Interoperability
V2X

Legal certainty
for AD

Consumers
acceptance

Clear involvement 50/50

Financial 
investment of 

authorities
/Cities in 

infrastructures

Most likely scenario Most preferable orientations

 Ambitious incentives such as a full package of exemption from 
registration tax, VAT and toll charges. Favoring the 
development of advanced AV technology would exempt the 
public sector from granting public incentives

 A total involvement authorities /cities in infrastructures in the 
development of infrastructure would boost connected & 
automated driving

 Full cooperation should be maintained to provide 
full interoperability between automated vehicles

 The development of infrastructure allowing connected & 

automated driving should aim at covering all parts of paved road’s 

network.

 Efforts should be made to favor a high/100% consumer’s
acceptance of connected & automated driving



New players

Manufacturing of vehicles and delivering mobility solutions

Current players based outside Europe

Most common 
traditional 

automakers’ 
future business 

model 

Where is the 
highest added 

value captured?

Data-driven opportunities for new products and services, 
dominated by technology giants

New BMs related 
to Connectivity

Key market for the 
European 

automotive 
industry

Current players own a greater portion of the market value

New BMs related 
to Automated 

Driving

Manufacturing

Most likely scenario Most preferable orientations

 Manufacturing will remain a key market for the 
European automotive industry but other parts 
of the value chain should not be let aside

 Data-driven opportunities for new products and services
provided by car manufacturers should be supported



Advanced 

manufacturing

Use of new materials resulting in 20% decrease in weight.

<50% OR 75%

Mostly for spare parts. Current actors and new players share the 
market

New 
materials

(Iso 
perimeter)

Robotisation

3D printing

Economies of 
Scale

Minor economies of scale due to low level of AV market uptake

Rationalization of the production leads to a 20% decrease in 
production costs

Decrease of defects: -20%

Digitalization 
of 

manufacturin
g

Most likely scenario Most preferable orientations

 3D printing should be focused on spare parts, allowing

current actors and new players to share the markets

 An increase in the robotisation share of the production will
allow innovative production and favor advanced
manufacturing

 Constant investment in the digitalization of manufacturing will 
lead to a much better rationalization of the production. This 
would potentially allow a reduction cost of 30 to 50% and a 
decrease of defects of 50 to 75%

 New development in advanced manufacturing technologies would 

allow large economies of scale due to high level of AV market uptake

 Research on new materials should be enhanced in 
order to support further waste reduction



Concrete results



Re-defining the industry
• Car rental

¬ Traditional car rental
¬ Car sharing: Station based or free floating on demand mobility service

provided to consumers or businesses by a professional service provider
which manages and keeps the vehicles. The service is often
subscription based and tends to be used for short periods of time and
distances.

¬ Peer 2 Peer The principal role of the peer-to-peer car sharing operator
is to provide an online marketplace to connect vehicle-owners with
prospective vehicle-renters.

• Ridesharing, Carpooling the shared usage of a private vehicle within two
or more persons, which have to do the same route. The aim is not to make
a profit, but share the costs of the car trip.

• Ridesharing, Platforms the “on demand” ridesharing, which is a
commercial service similar to a taxi where the vehicles are driven by
privates and are booked online tough an app which localizes both the driver
and the private. The driver offers the service for a compensation.



Vehicle connectivity 

 “ is a game changer for the entire automotive value chain.
Higher connectivity will trigger the emergence of a new demand for
connected services such as those related to consumer convenience,
insurance, aftersales, fleet management or health. Higher
connectivity of vehicles will also generate large amounts of new

data. This will need to be taken into account as appropriate policy
and legal solutions are found for the problems of vehicle integrity,
security, road safety and liability. These will support the emergence
of new business models and it is likely that this will include provision
for direct, safe and secure access to a wide set of vehicle data for
the provision of connected services. At the same time, more and
more customers are buying automotive-related products on the
Internet.”



Vehicle connectivity 

 the EU will need to ensure safe and secure access to transport

and vehicle data, taking into account the principles set out in the
Communication on Building a European Data Economy44 on data
location as well as the guiding principles laid down in the C-ITS
platform report45 namely; data provision based on consent, fair and
undistorted competition, data privacy and data protection, tamper-
proof access and liability, data economy. Transport and vehicle data
will change the way vehicles are operated and serviced today.” In
addition “access to data from the vehicles (but also public transport
data, car sharing data, etc.) will change the way services are
proposed to customers within the privacy boundaries of the General
Data Protection Regulation and will enable all actors of the value
chain to develop new services and business models and to create
additional value for users and society.”



Vehicle connectivity 

 “The European Commission would need to consider how to ensure
an effective stakeholder dialogue on issues related to data. It is
essential that this process is underpinned by the industry and
service providers guaranteeing fair access, storage and sharing of
vehicle data. Consumers must have control of their personal data.”



Leasing as an engine for fleet 
renewal

 Clean Vehicles Directive
¬ Scope to be adjusted “particularly in view of extension to
vehicles rented, leased or hire-purchased and in view of
extension to certain transport-relevant services.”

¬ Separate scope extension of the scope to private operators
providing public services.



Leasing as an engine for fleet 
renewal

 New guidelines on financial incentives for purchasing energy
efficient vehicles
¬ “the level of incentive both additional purchase costs and total
cost of ownership should be considered along with avoiding big
threshold effects particularly for zero emission capable vehicles”.
Most importantly, the guidelines also state that “incentives
should apply to both company and fleet purchasers and private
buyers.”.



New EIB workstream



New cooperation with European 
Climate Foundation / BEUC



New legal framework

 Regarding new business models, “the EU needs to encourage a
level-playing field for new economy business models whilst at the
same time ensuring a level playing field for all mobility service
providers. To this end, guidance should be provided to clarify that
these new economic actors operate within the evolving legal
framework subject to the same rules as incumbent operators.”



Mobility as a Service

 Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) offer, regarding which it is stated that
the EU needs to “facilitate the deployment of mobility as a

service (MaaS) in Europe. MaaS safeguards mobility, whilst
making the most efficient use of existing assets (private cars, fleet,
public transport). It fosters co-modality and increase convenience for
users. Furthermore, the development of adequate IT MaaS tools
could be an interesting product to export for the European industry.”





Members



Members



Framework





Geographically differentiated



End user differentiated



Preconditions



Access to data (LE authored 
section) 

 Better access to travel planning data is, however, not sufficient. In
order to make seamless multi-modal transport a reality, it is
imperative that third parties can establish a secure real-time data-
connection to the vehicles in their fleets. Without the ability of
mobility operators (apart from the manufacturers) to know what is
going on with vehicles at any given point in time, MaaS will fail to
materialize as the necessary preconditions for a fair and
competitive marketplace will simply not exist.



Access to data (LE authored 
section) 



Why should you care?



End goal

 The Mobility as a Service sector is expected to grow to a
business worth over one trillion euro by 2030. All over Europe,
MaaS initiatives are planned or starting up and the MaaS Alliance
helps these to cooperate through a shared work programme
engaging service providers, transport operators, public authorities
and users in order to create a vital and interoperable MaaS
ecosystem to fulfil high expectations.



OEM – Metropole monopolies



All inclusive service package







EATA Members
 Autoliv
 BMW Group
 Bosch
 Continental
 DAF Trucks
 Daimler
 Delphi
 Denso
 Deutsche Telekom
 Ericsson
 Eurofiber
 Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
 Ford of Europe
 Hella
 Huawei
 Hyundai Motor Europe
 Iveco
 Jaguar Land Rover
 KPN

 MAN Truck & Bus
 Nokia
 Opel Group
 Orange
 Play
 Post Luxembourg
 Proximus
 PSA Group
 Renault Group
 Scania
 Telefonica
 Telenor
 Toyota Motor Europe
 Valeo
 Vodafone
 Volkswagen Group
 Volvo Cars
 Volvo Group



How do automotive rental and 
leasing fit in?



MaaS in Tampere



MaaS in Tampere



Framework



Challenges for the future



Company cars from problem to 
opportunity
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The opportunity

 Scale
 Lifecycle

Impact²

Belgium: Avg age private car: 8y  Lease car: 2y

Belgium: Avg CO² new private car: 123 gr  Lease car: 109 gr



Fragmented offering



Boundary conditions



Understanding TCO



In a nutshell

 Only the leasing industry (captive and independent) has the ability to
finance and manage shared fleets

 Policy makers have poor understanding of TCO calculations, over
enthusiastic views on EVs and autonomous mobility

 Virtually no considerations have been given to fleet financing
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